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Karen Witton looks pleased with the
latest addition to the Witton stable a 1927 Chummy
(see page 16)
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Editorial
Happy New Year! Welcome to 2009 and to
the new-look Norfolk NA7ter.
When I took on the post of Editor at the end of
2007, one of my first ideas was to produce the
NA7ter as a “proper” magazine. Unfortunately, this was not possible at that time due to financial restraints. Now, however, we have
been able to arrange for the NA7ter to be produced in this format for the same price as we
were paying previously for ordinary photocopying. I hope you like the results.

For this issue only, as it is a new format, we
are sending all our members a printed version.
The full colour version is, of course, still
available on line from our website:
www.na7c.co.uk
The next issue will revert to your chosen
method of delivery - post or email - as specified on your membership renewal form. If you
would like to change this, please let the Membership Secretary or the Editor know. If, however, you have not renewed your membership,
then you will not receive the next issue at all!

The “Press Date” for the next edition of the NORFOLK NA7TER is March 31st. Please let
me have any contributions before that date.
Contact details are on the inside front cover

Carol Clarke
It is with great sadness that we report that Carol passed away, peacefully,
on Sunday 25 January 2009 at the James Paget Hospital, following a short illness.
Our thoughts and condolences go out to Roy and his family at this sad time

The Chairman’s Chunter
I trust that no one will object if I give you an
edited version of the Chairman’s AGM Report. Once again, I would like to say a sincere
thank you all for your support over the last 12
months. Because in 2008 we had a Committee
of more than one person I was able to shorten
my Report, so that the other Committee Members give reports on their own aspects for
2008. I just had to sum up 2008 from the
Chairman’s view point. We had a number of
enjoyable road runs (or in one case a waterway trundle!), which more often than not ended with the participants being handsomely fed
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or entertained by the NA7C members who
had organised the day’s event. I would once
again like to thank those members concerned
(current and non-current), who did the organising and those who took the trouble to come
along and make the organisers efforts worthwhile.
Our Rally in August attracted more Austin
Sevens than ever, and the rain held off just
long enough not to spoil the day.
The Jaguar Drivers won back the honours of
hosting this year’s quiz, but where that will be
1
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we do not know yet, because at the time of
writing this, I hear that the Parson Woodforde,
has once again closed it’s doors. So it seems
rather fortuitous that we moved our Meetings
to The Village Inn last year. Talking of the
Village Inn, quite a number of the members
have sampled the food on offer before coming
in for the actual noggin & natter meeting, and
I for one think that it offers very value for the
money that it costs. The December Dinner
was well attended and the consensus that I
heard seems to be favourable.
Last year we organised our own visit to the
home of our President, Ken Wallis, which
went very well. Ken has said that if we want
to organise another visit, he would be happy
to have us. If we get enough interest then we
may take him up on his offer – the membership at the AGM indicated that they are in favour but I would be grateful for confirmation
of this – please let me know. Our Club Donation at the December Dinner was towards a
building at the Suffolk & Norfolk Aviation
Museum to house Ken’s collection when he
takes off on his final autogyro flight.
I personally really enjoyed our Rides Night in
June, because David brought along one of the
two original 1939 Le Mans Lagonda V12 race
car and took me for a blast down the bypass
with me shouting POOP! POOP! Let’s hope

that more members bring their own cars along
this year to take other members for a ride.
Once again I also really enjoyed the East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy event at Rougham,
which was somewhat marred by the accident
that occurred with a gazebo being blown over
and hitting a member of the public. This rather
points up why our club needs Public Liability
Insurance cover in the event of such accidents
which we get by being a member of the Austin
Seven Clubs Association. It really does point
up the benefit to the club of having a physical
presence at the A7CA Meetings so that the
NA7C is known by the A7CA officers and
other Austin Seven Clubs, which is why I
have taken the time and trouble to attend one
or two of their meetings during the year.
We now have a stainless steel Car Grille
Badge, which I think looks rather good. They
are on sale for the relatively cheap cost of
£9.95 and will look very handsome on your
Austin 7 radiator.
Finally I would like to thank the members of
the Committee for coming forward to help in
the running of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club
for the benefit of the rest of the club. Without
fresh guiding hands the Norfolk Austin Seven
Club will not progress.
To sign of I would just like to remind you that
the NA7C Motto for this year is:

An AUSTIN SEVEN will be JUST FINE in TWO THOUSAND AND NINE!

NA7C Rally - Latest
Just prior to going to press, we have learnt that
there will be a “Norfolk Gala Day” at the Royal Norfolk Showground on Sunday 6 September. It will be organised by the same person
responsible for previous Police Gala Days - he
has now left the Force - and, apart from the
2

police not being present, will follow the sameformat. Since it is no longer funded by the
constabulary, £5 per car entered will be
charged, with free entry for ALL occupants.
We have booked our stand - more details later.
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Annual Club Dinner
Sixty eight members and guests
sat down at the Village Inn on
Tuesday 12 December 2008 for
the Club’s Fourth Annual
December Dinner
Guests of Honour were once
again our President, Wing Commander Ken Wallis MBE, and his daughter Vicky.
Following the excellent dinner, Chairman Jim
rose and thanked everyone for coming along.
He then introduced Ken, who thanked the
members for their hospitality and added that
he regretted no longer having an Austin Seven.
He told us that he had thought his last Seven
was a chassis, which he had planned to be the
basis of a “special” but which he left at his old
house when he moved to Norfolk. However,
he later realised that, in fact, he was still in
possession of at least some A7 components. In
need of some strong steel bar for an early
autogyro rotor head, he had utilised a Seven
half-shaft and that item was still in existence!

Ken closed by
thanking the club and extending an invitation to us to visit him
again in 2009.
Jim continued his speech by summarising the
activities of 2008. He told us that at the end of
the year we had 86 memberships, comprising
some 160 individuals, who between them
owned 113 Austin Sevens. Fifty-four renewals for next year had already been received
and we have a healthy bank balance. 2008 was
also the first year with a full Committee and
Jim thanked those members who had put
themselves forward to help in the running of
the club for the benefit of all of the membership.
He then went on to mention the major activities of 2008. The NA7C Rally attracted 25
Austin Sevens - more than ever before - and
he hoped for even more in 2009. He told us
that one of his personal highlights was the
club’s visit to the home of our President, who
was most hospitable as always, engrossing
with his recollections and wow-inspiring with
his flying skills!

Our President Wing Commander Ken Wallis MBE
January 2009

Other activities included a number of road
runs organised by club members. Peter and
Ann Brown, Charles and Judy Levien, Dave
and Tricia Rix, and Colin Aldridge and Mossy
3
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were all presented with a 2008 commemorative “Thank You” mug.
The next item on Jim’s agenda was the presentation of the Thorne Trophy, donated to
the club by Jennifer and Henry Thorne and
awarded for the “best recent restoration of an
Austin Seven or a new build of an Austin
Seven Special, completed in the last year”.
Jim stated that as far as he was aware, this year
there was only one car that meets that criteria.
George Crummett has been working on the
restoration/rebuild of his 1928 Gordon England Cup for the last two years, and it is just
about ready for its MOT. Jim said he had been
to look at the car recently and it is a credit to
George and his brother, who also helped at
times. George was presented with the Thorne
Trophy by Ken.
Jim then moved on to talk about charity. In
2007 he instigated the idea of making a donation to a charity with some connection to the
Norfolk Austin Seven Club. Last year we presented a cheque for £50 to Rose Levien, the
daughter of members Charles and Judy, after
she had swum the English Channel in order to
raise funds for a charity in Zimbabwe. This
year the Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum

at Flixton have begun raising funds to put up
a building to house the collection of autogyros, hydroplanes, prototype slot racing cars,
and everything else that their and our President has amassed during his very long life.
The name of this building is to be The Ken
Wallis Hall. They plan to start building in
February and complete in June 2009. So this
year the chairman presented our Charity
Cheque, for £75, to Ken as the Club’s donation towards the Ken Wallis Hall, and asked
him to pass it on to the Norfolk & Suffolk
Aviation Museum on our behalf. He also suggested that we arrange a Road Run to the museum for the opening ceremony. Jim also
presented Ken with the first of the new stainless steel NA7C car badges (see page 23).
Chairman Jim concluded his address by
thanking all the members and guests present
and all those who had helped the club
throughout a very successful 2008.
The evening concluded with the raffle, which
was very well supported by both ticket sales
and prize donations - including the nowinfamous Pifco Trouser Press, won by Ann
Alger - and which raised £155 for club funds.

George
Crummett
receives the
Thorne Trophy
from our
President
(Inset - the
winning car)
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The following letter, including photographs, was received from
Ken Wallis after the December Dinner
HORACE SAMUEL WALLIS
FATHER OF KH

PERCIVAL VALENTINE WALLIS
UNCLE OF KH

Aviation has now been a
“Family Vice” for about
100 years.

THE “WALLBRO” WAS DESTROYED IN ITS SHED
LATER IN 1910 IN A FREAK WINDSTORM

My Grandfather had
given financial
support for this
project, which
started in 1908.
His hope was that
his sons might win
the £1000 prize for
the first All-British
aircraft to fly a mile.
January 2009
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He provided £300 for the JAP V-4 aero-engine the brothers had seen at the Paris Salon in 1908. There was then a serious set-back when they found it had a
German “Bosch” magneto! I remember my father saying they had to convert to
coil ignition.
The “Wallbro” made a few “hops” in 1910, before being destroyed in its shed
by a freak wind-storm, which ended the project.
It was undoubtedly very advanced for its time and the replica that I completed
in 1978 and tested at RAF Swanton Morley flew very well indeed. I did have the
advantage of having learned how to fly!
I thank you very much for the “Austin 7” badge. I think it will be most appropriate to mount my first experimental autogyro rotor head on a suitable little plinth
and have the badge on it, stating that the spindle to which the rotor blades are
attached was machined from an Austin 7 half-shaft.
Best wishes to you all for 2009. I’ll always be pleased to be visited here if and
when convenient or to take the odd aerial photos.
Yours very sincerely
KW

More on Fuel
In the October 2008 issue, we reported on an
article in the Pre-War Austin Seven Club
Magazine concerning the use of kerosene

mixed with petrol as a fuel. In a follow-up, the
PWA7C Magazine recently printed the this:

Following the note in last month’s magazine regarding kerosene usage with petrol,
Alan McCormick from the West Riding rang to provide some more information of a
practical nature as he has used the mixture for some time now and finds it a benefit.
When applying for a Licence you must provide the car registration number as the licence is car specific not a blanket Licence. He says he uses TVO (Tractor Vaporising
Oil) at a ratio of 16:1. He assured me that TVO is available through his locaL garage.

New Members
Please join us in welcoming the following new members to the club:
David and Jill Killick, from Bagthorpe,
King’s Lynn.
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Howard Tame and Carol Nutt, from Diss.
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Annual General Meeting
Chairman Jim Blacklock summarises the club’s third AGM, held on Tuesday 20
January 2009, at the Village Inn, Little Melton
This year, the 29 members who attended the
AGM had the novel experience of hearing reports from the five members of the Committee
on the various club activities over the previous year, instead of just one person giving all
the reports, as had been the case in the previous years. It is another indication that the Norfolk Austin Seven Club is coming of age.
My Chairman’s report appears as Chairman’s
Chunter on page 1. My Secretary’s report,
which includes important information about
the past, present and future of the club, follows this article.
As Treasure, Matt Dingle, reported that we
started the year with a balance of £1015.41
and finished the year with a balance of
£1412.54 which left us with a profit of
£397.13. Wearing his Membership Secretary’s hat, Matt reported that 2008 saw 12 new
members join the club, so we ended the year
with 84 family/household memberships and
112 Austin 7s owned by our members.
Rick Fryer outlined his first year as Editor of
the Natter and also commented on the success
of the Club Website - www.na7c.co.uk.
John Hazell spoke briefly on his role as Minutes Secretary and Librarian and Dave Rix
summarised the events of 2008 and the proposals for this year.
After the Reports we then moved on to various proposals, including changes to the
Club’s Constitution. However, first of all we
adopted, as an official Club Document “The
Duties and Responsibilities of the Officers
and Committee of the Norfolk Austin Seven
Club” which defines the duties and responsi-
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bilities for the various Club Officers and
Committee Members. It was also agreed that
the Committee Members should be able to
claim for out-of-pocket expenses when carrying out duties on behalf of the club, which includes a petrol allowance.
With respect to the actual Constitution, it was
agreed to limit the time that any Club Officer
or Committee Member can serve in a particular position to a maximum of five years, and
that in future the Committee should consist of
a minimum of five members (instead of a
maximum of five). An important change,
which will affect you all, was to change the
start of the Membership Year from 1st January to 1st April. This will take effect from
2011, so in the interim period, we will have a
15 month membership year, from 1st January
2010 through to 31st March 2011. The Membership Fee for this interim period will stay at
£1 per month, so will cost £15, but the 5 Grey
Mags involved in this period will only cost £1
each, including postage. From 1st April 2011,
the Annual Membership Fee will increase to
£15, which is still remarkable value, when
you compare it to other Austin Seven Clubs.
Whilst we are going through this change of
Membership Year, it was also agreed that
from 2011, the AGM will take place at the end
the Membership Year, in March. These will
have a number of benefits, including avoiding
the busy time of the family year at Christmas
and New Year, plus not having to worry so
much if all Memberships had been paid before
the AGM.
With respect to the Election of the Committee,
we elected Nick Walmsley to join the Com-
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mittee with special responsibilities to promoting the NA7C in the press and however else is
thought to be appropriate. We had no volunteer to become Treasurer, so Matt Dingle
kindly offered to remain in that position, as it
actually went well with him being the Membership Secretary as well. Unfortunately, nobody offered to come forward as the Club
Secretary, and because this position is really
the lynchpin of the whole Committee and the
Club, it was decided that there will have to be
a Special General Meeting held in March,
when we will either elect a member who has
come forward in the meantime, or we start the
proceedings to wind up the Norfolk Austin
Seven Club!!! This will be a great shame but
without a Club Secretary we do not have a
workable club.
Over the years, sales of the Limited Edition
NA7C Mugs have paid for the Trophy Mugs,
but because of the difficulty in actually selling
the mugs, in future we will only be producing
enough mugs for those members who advance
order them, plus about half a dozen for ad hoc
sales. The cost of the future trophy mugs will

be paid out of club funds. So the NA7C Mug
will become very, very limited!
Paul Maulden came forward with a number of
suggestions for Club Night Events, including
a Dinner and Entertainment evening with Suffolk raconteur Charlie Haylock; and auction
evening and a guided tour of Old Yarmouth
with a visit to the old pottery and a fish and
chip supper. If any of you are interested in any
of these suggestions, please contact the Club
Secretary (whoever they may be!!). Thank
you Paul for coming up with the ideas and the
Committee will be discussing these ideas with
you in the near future.
Phil Sharpe has suggested that the club should
have an Austin Seven Spares and Tools Register in order to help members who suddenly
need that particular bit or tool whilst doing an
overhaul or a bit of maintenance. This is an
idea that we intend that the Committee and
Phil will look into a bit more before we go
ahead. Thank you Phil for putting the idea forward.

Secretary’s AGM Report - The NA7C - The Story so far
Back in 1986 I bought an Austin 7 Nippy in
bits and with the help of a friend and the services of David Wall and John Wright, I rebuilt
it during 1987. I rejoined the 750 Motor Club
because it had a local Norfolk Centre, which
was welcoming and helpful. However, although the 750MC had a section dedicated to
Pre-War Austin Sevens, that was more by historical accident, because back in the forties
when the club started, the Austin 7 was the
most numerous and inexpensive car around,
which the members could hot-up and develop
for their main passion of motor racing – either
on the track or over rough fields. Over the
years the members used other “current mod8

ern” cars as the basis for racing, such as Ford
Populars, Austin A35s, Hillman Imps, Minis,
Ford Anglias and Escorts and so on, but because the Austin 7 had been the first donor
car, a section of the club evolved for the original Austin 7. Over the years of my membership of the 750MC-NC, I really enjoyed the
camaraderie of the monthly Norwich meetings and the various events that we had, and
for a period I was Treasurer for the Norfolk
Centre and later was the Secretary. But I realised that it was the core of about thirty regular
attendees of the Norfolk Centre that I was really more concerned with, rather than the national club. Our Norfolk Centre members
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were mainly interested in the Pre-War Austin
7, rather than the racing side of the club. The
racing part of the 750MC raced anything from
Austin 7 Specials to specially made racing
cars and obviously, the cost of racing is a
more expensive pastime than running a small
pre-war car, especially when you take into account the costs of hiring a race track for a day,
and paying for a full time staff to look after organising the racing. So the cost of membership was relatively high for what we old car
buffs actually got out of the national club.
From time to time, this situation tended to irk
us Norfolk Centre folk, and there was a
“Them & Us” atmosphere that pervaded the
national club from time to time.
Things were once again coming to a head in
2004, and I really thought that the 750MC
Norfolk Centre would close down, which
would result in the regular attendees having
no where to meet. So I had a look around at
the other “local” Austin 7 clubs in Essex &
Cambridge, and decided one solution would
be to start an independent local club, specifically for the Pre-War Austin Seven, but also
catering for other old Austins. I talked about
my idea to some of the other members of the
750MC – Norfolk Centre and by enlarge they
were favourable to the idea.
The inaugural meeting of the Norfolk Austin
Seven Club took place in January 2005, and as
well as 750MC members there were a fair
number of other Austin 7 enthusiasts who had
not found the 750MC to their liking. For the
first four years I ran the club on my own because no-one was willing to come forward to
join in and make a “proper” committee. Last
year we finally were able to form a committee
when four other members volunteered to help
me run the club. Over the last five years the
Norfolk Austin Seven Club has been more
January 2009

successful than a lot of other car clubs in attracting membership. At the end of last year
our current Family Membership stood at 86
and we had issued Membership Number 099.
Now I need to step down from the position of
Secretary and let another member take the
club forward into the future. It needs someone
with fresh ideas, fresh enthusiasm, with a new
outlook. I will do all that I can to help the new
Secretary in getting started and I plan to stay
on as Chairman for another year, so whoever
takes it on will not be jumping in the deep end
without any support.
Please let me make this absolutely clear. I
never set this club up just for me. I set it up for
other Austin Seven enthusiasts, as I felt that
there was a need for an independent club for
fellow enthusiasts in the Norfolk area, which
was not bogged down with petty politics,
which did not have over-priced membership
fees, which had control over it’s own finances, which could provide a meeting place
where members could meet like minded people, have a convivial chat over a pint and
hopefully make lasting friendships with fellow enthusiasts. It is now time for someone
else to take over from where I am leaving off.
There surely are enough members, who have
the ability to do this job. Please note that by
Membership, I mean both parties of the Family Membership as they both have equal rights
in the Norfolk Austin Seven Club. I hope that
I have not created a club where the membership is happy to sit back and just let a very few
members do all the work to provide them with
what they want in this club. From my personal
experience, I have found that if you put a bit
of effort into a club you get a hell of a lot more
back in the way of enjoyment and friendships
than you would ever have expected. Milton
Friedman said that “There is no free lunch.” I
9
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think that now it is time to pay for your lunch.
As Rick Fryer pointed out at the January
Committee Meeting, “If we have no Secretary, we have no one to run the club (and it
must be a single person as Secretary not a
group of people), so we will have no club.”
Unfortunately I can only agree with this summation of the situation.
Therefore if no one comes forward this
evening, then as per the Paragraph 8 of the
club’s Constitution, there will be a Special
General Meeting called, to be held on the 18th
March Club Night. Hopefully by then someone will have come forward to be the new
Secretary and they will be voted into office, or
the club will be wound up and the assets di-

vided up between the existing memberships at
that time.
I have just read an article in the Midlands
Austin Seven Club, January Newsletter, in
which one of their members recounted his 50
plus years of interest in Austin Sevens, ended
with the question “What is it about Austin
Sevens?” The answer that he gave was “It is
not so much the cars, it is the people who own
them!” I think this is something that I heartily
agree with.
Let me finally say. I have put a hell of a lot of
work and effort into founding and running the
Norfolk Austin Seven Club and I would hate
to think that the membership thinks so little of
the club that they would let it die so soon.

A full report of the AGM, including a balance sheet, will be sent to all
members shortly

Extraordinary General Meeting
Following the AGM, Nick Walmsley, who
had been elected to the Committee as the
member responsible for Press and Publicity,
agreed to take on the post of Secretary.
An Extraordinary General Meeting has been
called to formally elect the new Secretary.
This will be held on Tuesday, March 17 at the
Village Inn, commencing at 8 pm.
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The opportunity will also be taken to amend
those parts of the Constitution of the Club
now considered to be unworkable.
An official notice has been sent to all members, together with a covering letter and other
relevant information
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Our Cars
The Story of Gladys
Hamish Alger tells us about the new woman in his life....
Anne and I have owned Austin Sevens since
the middle Sixties - which amounts to over
forty years - and have had such diverse models as Rubies, Boxes, Chummies, an Ulster
Replica, a Gordon England Stadium and, for
the last 22 years, our beloved Replica Van.
Several of these vehicles, particularly the last,
have travelled long distances, both at home
and on the Continent, and I think it is fair to
say that they have, severally and collectively,
left their mark on us and we on them. Yes,
there has been the odd other Vintage and Post
Vintage Tourer; in particular a 1928 Lagonda
two litre (underpowered and expensive) and a
1952 Alvis two-seater and dickey (absolutely
delightful) but, and
this is the point, in all
those forty odd years
we have never been
without at least one
Seven and we honestly believe it would be
unthinkable not to
have - and drive one. So, we are definitely not going to
part with NG 838 as
she has been part of
our lives for so long,
but from now on she is going to share her garage with a younger upstart, an interloper, a
brash and colourful model giving over 90
miles per hour, a similar consumption of fuel
to an Austin Seven, a car which stops virtually
on the proverbial sixpence (older members
will know what that is!.) and, perhaps regret-
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tably, has a few attributes that Sevens are not
exactly renowned for - I refer to comfort, lack
of draughts, relative silence, a reasonably effective heater, and (just!) adequate seating for
four and a boot.
Readers perusing the above will quickly reach
the correct conclusion - that we have gone
‘soft’ and I can only agree! My only excuse is
that having reached the ‘wrong’ side of seventy a degree of comfort is very welcome and
perhaps essential if a long trip is undertaken.
Quite obviously you will also by now have all
reached the conclusion that Anne and I have
purchased a 1957 Austin A35 answering to
the name of Gladysl
Actually, Gladys was
purchased from our
esteemed Chairman,
who made it a condition of sale that she
be called Gladys because the car originally was owned by
his Aunt of that
name. So, you may
be wondering, why
buy an Austin A35?
Certainly not for its
rarity, nor for its innovative engineering:
looking at Continental cars of that era one can
only be struck by how much more advanced
they were than our home market. No, one has
to admit that the A35 was really quite oldfashioned in comparison. Although the bodywork was pressed from thicker-gauge steel
than today, this was negated by the poor de11
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sign which incorporated ‘pockets’ and other
difficult-to-reach places where water could
enter and then remain, thus giving the tinworm a feast, with the bodywork soon resembled a colander! To compound this problem, I
believe that I am right in saying that underseal
was only available on de-luxe models or as an
extra and that, in any case, the underseal was
a very dubious advantage as it was made of
some bituminous material which had a short
life and could make matters worse by cracking and/or peeling, thus allowing water in,
where it stayed. We were lucky and bought a
low mileage, sound car, with only a minimum
of welding necessary.
So, why an Austin A35? Well, first and foremost it is an Austin and I suppose may be regarded as the successor to the Seven, It is not
a Seven in any way, but it is Austin badged; it
is small (like a Seven) and easy to work on
(like a Seven); and, nowadays, is usually tolerated if not loved by Austin Seven Clubs.
A35 parts are, for the most part, plentiful and
easy to obtain. Prices for parts are also reasonable, and if one wished to uprate the car,
‘Spridget’ parts, such as engines, gearboxes,
rear axles, brakes and suspension units are all
readily available as ‘bolt-on’ improvements.
All in all, it seemed a good idea four years ago
when we shook Jim’s hand and the deal was
done: Gladys was pushed on to our trailer and
successfully carried home.
Anne and I had already thought about what we
were going to do with her regarding alterations, improvements, modifications, etc.
Anne was keen to have a colour change —
from Island Blue to Speedwell Blue (still a
standard colour) and I wanted to bring her
closer to the specifications of modern cars. I
should say that we are not ‘purista’ and feel
free of any restraint in that direction. There
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are so many A35s still on British roads; owners come in all types: those who would not alter anything, believing in keeping the car
exactly as it came off the factory line; and others - like ourselves - who are happy to alter the
spec. to suit themselves. I’m sure that there is
room for us all.
We were agreed, however, in keeping her external appearance as close to the original as
possible, whilst giving free rein everywhere
else. In this we have definitely succeeded;
only eagle-eyed observers will notice the radial tyres and a large bore stainless steel exhaust!
From the outset, I wanted to use a 1275cc
Spridget engine fitted with a single one-anda-half-inch S.U. carburettor and well-designed inlet and exhaust manifolding.
A well designed and efficient stainless steel
exhaust complemented the above and an electric fan would be a good idea, encouraging
faster warm-up and greater efficiency; actually I later found out that it had to an electric fan
because the 1275cc engine was fractionally
longer than the 948cc and there was insufficient room behind the radiator (the electric fan
was positioned between radiator and grille).
The braking system on a A35 can best be described (by Club Members.) as just adequate,
its performance going off quickly if the system is not kept in peak condition. Again,
shades of the Austin Seven.
Several options are possible, from the fittings
of A40 brakes, through discs on the front and
the scrapping of the mechanically-operated
rear brakes. I decided to fit disc brakes to the
front and made them servo-assisted; the rear
brakes I left as standard because I was influenced by the high effectiveness of the hand
brake. As some 70% of the car’s braking is
done by the front wheels this seemed the way
Norfolk NA7ter
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...The entire stripped body-shell could be
turned like a chicken on a spit...
to go. Time has now proved this to be a good
decision.
With the extra power that would be available
it made sense to fit a 3.9 diff. in place of the
standard 4.5; a simple job on account of its
availability for the Spridget range. Similarly,
a Spridget gearbox was used: not only does
this give closer ratios, but it is a sturdier box
altogether. Put simply, all of the above was
what we wanted to do - and ultimately
achieved. I would like to say how much I appreciated the help of Roger Harnor and Richard Young: Roger because of his great
knowledge of the marque, his many contacts,
his A35 spares made freely available; and Richard because, as most of you will know, has
already gone down the route of improving his
A35, incorporating most of what we wished to
do.
I decided to carry out the work at home rather
than at roomier premises down the road: this
meant that I could work on the car at odd
January 2009

times when I might not have bothered to turn
out otherwise - particularly in the winter! A
complete set of AF spanners was bought –
open-ended and ring - and I borrowed a heavy
duty hydraulic trolley jack. The car was
stripped, down to the very last component and
all parts were cleaned, examined and put into
cardboard boxes marked with the contents. It
was a source of wonder to me just how much
room is taken up by a dismantled car and I had
so many boxes that sometimes I forgot exactly
where I had stored them! At the same time as
stripping, I kept a notebook into which every
detail was put, together with sketches where
necessary; this proved invaluable, bearing in
mind that three years was taken to complete
the work, and my memory was never good! I
devised a method of raising the car on a pole
thrust right through it, with the ends resting on
builders trestles front and rear. The entire
stripped body-shell could be turned like a
chicken on a spit, making so many jobs that
much easier and comfortable.
13
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It was about now that I made a big mistake
concerning what should be done next. Not
thinking properly I obtained a quote from
Max Bidwell at the Rackheath Industrial Estate for repainting the bodyshell. The shell, together with all its associated parts was taken
over on my trailer to Max, who kept the car for
longer than he said but did a truly beautiful
job. The two pack Speedwell Blue was and is
a. superb finish and the car was delivered by
courier - undamaged. With great care and
helped by friends and neighbours the bodyshell was placed on my garage floor on softeners. It now, and only now, dawned on me that
I was going to be extremely careful not to
damage the paint job whilst rebuilding. Ideally the painting should be done at a later stage,
but even that would have had its difficulties so
perhaps it wasn’t such a bad idea. Another
point in favour of having the painting done
earlier is that its relative high cost encourages
one to complete the job to justify the expensel.

I managed to buy a 1275 engine for £20
which, although an unknown quantity, turned
out to be a good buy. It had been left outside
with one sparking plug removed, thus necessitating a rebore out to 20thou. to remove
some surface rust. My good friend Dave Orange rebuilt the engine, fitting all new running
gear and even painting it in the original BMC
green on completion. This was mated to the
Spridget gearbox and the whole refitted to the
car. The Spridget clutch is operated hydraulically whereas the A35 is mechanically operated; a Morris Minor brake master cylinder was
purchased, some modifications made to the
clutch linkage - all of which has been described in an article by Richard Young - and
the end result is extremely good. Brakes were
a bit of a fiddle, but perseverance won in the
end and again, many have done this before
me, with satisfactory results.
New A35 springs were fitted to the rear axle,
and its anti-roll bar removed: new A40 front
springs were fitted, together with a Spridget

The
rebuilt
engine
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anti-roll bar, for which brackets have to made
up. Spridget wishbones and long-lasting Frost
dampers completed the front suspension. The
steering was kept standard except for new
trackrod ends and a small modification made
to the steering gearbox linking it to the inner
wing to stiffen it.

Obviously all the glass was removed before
fitting all new rubbers - except for the front
quarterlights, where the original rubbers had
to be re-used as none are being made and are
simply not available. Apart from new carpets
and a new headlining (pig of a job.) the interior was thoroughly cleaned and put all back. A
small mod. was made to the parcel shelf
which was originally finished in pressed hardboard: I replaced this with a. kitchen-type carpet which reduces noise and helps prevent
objects from sliding from side to side. All instruments (in one panel.) were put back, but I
have fitted a dual gauge, taken from a. MGB
to give oil pressure and water temperature.
The A35, as opposed to the A30, which had
trafficators, does have flashers, but it seemed
sensible to fit hazard indicators which I pray
will never have to be used. I saw no reason to
replace the bulbed original headlights, so have
kept them. With the current price of fuel a
lockable fuel cap seemed a good idea; perhaps
I should have mentioned that I have also fitted
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a new fuel tank which holds a gallon more
than standard. All of the chrome was in good
order except for one door pull cover; this has
been rechromed, together with a pair of overriders kindly donated by Keith Ashby - my basic model never boasted overriders.
With all work completed Gladys went for her
MOT and passed, then disgraced herself by
breaking down on the way home - the electric
fuel pump had failed.

As I write, she has done approx. 600 miles so
is beginning to run in and bed down, but there
is some problem with the carburation: a oneand-threequarter-inch SU carb was fitted at
first, but I have been advised that it is too big,
and we have now fitted an one-and-a-halfinch SU but that too is not entirely satisfactory
- or is it something else? Whatever it is we
will find it and sort it out - after what we’ve
done it can be only a. trifle. She looks good
and turns heads, she’s economical and cheap
to run: what more can one want.
I’d like to finish this probably over-long article by thanking so many people for their help,
both practical and advisory, in getting the
show literally ‘on the road.’ You know who
you are, and I couldn’t have done it without
you!
Has anybody out there got any quarterlight
rubbers for an A35?
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Enter Myrtle and Matilda - More news from Witton’s Museum of
Vintage Vehicles!
of the car due to ill health. There is a voluminous history file with many photographs of
the restoration.
With Matilda, Karen has at last achieved her
ambition of owning a Chummy (See front
cover)
She is an AD tourer, with mag engine, previously owned by John Clark. Amongst the old
papers that John had was a copy of the original Warwick Licensing Office register recording her first registration to a Mr Cyril Penrose
in Warwick on 3 August 1927.

I had always wanted a Type 65 and when this
one came up with all the restoration work (and
therefore expense) having been someone
else’s problem, this just had to join the Witton
stable.
At the risk of being the laughing stock of
those who heard me say “that’s it, no more
Austin sevens”…. all I can say in mitigation is
that we actually bought this one in August before I made that statement. The defence rests,
Your Worship!
It is a stunning car that incredibly had one
owner for the first 66 years. It was in the ownership of Taggarts of Motherwell from it’s
first registration in December 1933 until
1999. As far as I can ascertain, it gathered dust
in the garage in later years until it was bought
by a chap in Dumfries who at 6ft 4” found he
couldn’t fit in it! It was subsequently sold at
auction to a retired engineer in the Peak District who spent some years completing a
ground up restoration but then had to dispose
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Karen enjoyed driving her from Wymondham
to Bardwell where the only hiccup was when
the carden block leather gaiter became loose
and was flapping against the floor underneath.
I managed to get under Matilda to remove the
offending object completely whilst Eddie Stobart was doing his best to run over my feet
which were in the road at the time!
She just about fits in the garage with Millicent
with a couple of inches to spare.
Karen now insists that surgery is now mandatory to ensure no more family expansion or
else all my BSF and Whitworth tools will go
to the dump! She has only just forgiven me for
putting a crankcase in the oven and was completely unimpressed with the ease that the
main bearings popped out! She still maintains
the sausages taste of engine oil but I think it
enhances the flavour!
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Daffodil - Episode One
The story of Jon Prockter’s Pearl restoration
My youthful interests were in building specials in the 1950s but I always had one running A7 and a pile of broken parts, much to
the disgust of my Mum. I never came across a
Pearl and didn’t even know there was such a
unique car! It was only a couple of years ago
that I began to read about the history of this
wonderful marque when I got my first copy of
the Source Book and came across it. What a
perfect combination of the open tourer and the
Ruby. I wanted one, Ann agreed and we began
looking.

mediate hurry. Then one showed up in Nottingham this year. It had a reserve price that
was unbreached but as we were in the area we
stopped off for a look. It was a ’37 that had
been restored about 20 years previously but
was still showing its age - drooping doors and
no MOT. In fact, it turned out that it had not
been on the road for around 25 years. It was
obvious that the seller wanted a very high
price and taking account of the transport problems no bid was made. It didn’t reach its eBay
reserve.

Where better than eBay? Several came up but
all commanded what I thought to be an unrealistic price. Also, having recently got an Opal
that needed some attention, there was no im-

The same car was re-listed a few weeks later
and once again I was tempted. I was on eBay
late on a Sunday evening looking at this advert when I saw another Pearl appear. It could
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only have been there for about an hour but unusually for an Austin had a “buy it now” price
that was realistically low. It looked good, the
price was good and it was only in Bedfordshire. A quick consultation with Ann agreed
that we had to make a bid before anyone else
did. So we bought Daffodil that night. When I
‘phoned the seller Andrew next morning to introduce myself he was rather surprised as his
advert was no longer there and he had never
seen it. So I had to explain that it had been
there and I had bought it overnight.
We went to see it and there it was, just as in
the eBay pictures. Arrangements were made
to collect the following week with a pocketful
of cash, a car transporter hired from Dereham
for £90 and a tank full of diesel fuel.
So what had we committed to buying? Consulting the documents we learnt that it had not
been on the road since 1985. At least that is
when it was last taxed and Andrew bought it
in ‘95. Since then, he had driven it around his
orchard, given it a decoke and fitted new
valves. He had obviously had some problems
getting it running afterwards and I guessed
that was why he had finally decided to part
with it. The previous owner had spent a lot of
time on the bodywork, which was quite good,
and on the interior, excellent. The same could
not be said about the opening roof which
looked better when viewed from inside than
out. Although it worked, closer inspection
suggested that it had not been made by an expert/professional but it was secure and waterproof. There was an obvious problem with the
fuel as it was a bright red colour! Andrew said
this might be because there had been some
sort of fuel tank contamination and he had
been advised to wash the tank out with a proprietary cleaner used by boat builders. I wonder if the red was the result of Redex use
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followed by petrol evaporation over a long
storage period. We tried to get the engine running (two bearing) with the red fuel and got
only a short burst. The result was that the car
had to be man(woman)handled up the ramps
on to the transporter (its’ winch motor didn’t
work and the car had to be manually jacked
on. What made matters worse was that the
supplied cables were too short). The spare engine (I didn’t tell you about that) and some
other parts were loaded, as well as the brown
log book and a bag full of A7 literature and
books. Money exchanged hands but one request was made by Andrews’ wife, that we
must retain its name Daffodil as that was its
name when they bought it. No problem,
what’s in a name?
We have never found out why it is called Daffodil. It is currently green and was originally
blue. Not a trace of yellow! But Daffodil
(Daffy) it is.
Two hours later we arrived back home. Now
for the problem of getting Daffy off the transporter. As the winch was hopeless, the only
way was to push it back to the edge of the
ramps and let her go backwards with me inside and Ann trying to hold on. The brakes
barely worked and she (the car) hit ground at
about 30mph! Good spring test and now I
know there is probably a problem with
brakes! As we could not get the engine running again she had to be pushed into her temporary accommodation, a shed behind the
Garage.
Next day, we had a walk around for a better
look. The paintwork, possibly BRG or a light
type of green, was reasonable and no signs of
rust. Most of the metalwork had been rechromed but the windscreen was a poor fit.
Offside door lower hinge was sagging and
both door handles were very hard to turn. The
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bonnet has four domed caps, a fitting I had
seen before and now realise are to stop the top
panels touching when opened.

been made over the past 30 years without
them having been tested or bedded down on
the road.

Headlights looked good but were not a pair.
They are both nearside! Now it so happens
that when we bought the Opal, both Headlights proved to be offside so that could kill
two birds etc. Rear wheel cover was not a
good fit but the spare wheel was ok as was the
folded luggage carrier, albeit rather rusty. The
four main wheels are excellent, both metal
and rubber.

The first priority was to swop the Opal (Ozzy)
sitting in comfort in the main garage, with
Daffy. There is a pit in the garage and I wanted to inspect her underside (blushes). So the
engine had to be got going.

When the roof is folded down, she takes on a
very different aspect as seen in the picture, the
interior having been fitted out in a brown
leatherette material.
So, first impressions are good although it is
obvious that a variety of improvements have
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Now the battery which was obviously new
was just about flat. After a quick charge,
electrics were checked and then plugs removed. By the way, this is a two bearing engine, wrong for a ’37 car but that was the same
with the Opal. A quick spin proved there was
no compression on 1 cylinder. Looking at the
valves, the first (exhaust) valve was stuck up.
This could have been because there were no
collets! Obviously the result of that de-coke I
was told about. One half split collet was in the
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front of the valve chest, the other eventually
located in that little oil strainer in the back
corner. Now I know why it is there.
All that is now needed is to put them back on.
There was certainly no possibility of doing the
job with the manifold in place but it came off
easily with no gasket damage. A valve spring
lifter would not work with the head in place so
a slot cut in a piece of steel plate and a large G
cramp were tried.
The plan is Simple. Squash up the spring, pull
down the valve stem, glue the collet halves on
with a dab of grease and unscrew the G cramp.
Spent the next half hour looking for the collets. They surface in the grime under the engine. Clean them up and try again, and again.
A couple of hours later, eureka and they stay
on. Manifold on, prime the petrol pump, spin
the engine and she runs. Not well but sufficient to jerk a couple of hundred yards to the
front of the house to replace Ozzy.

affects the stiffness of the floor. There are new
running boards and rubbers. Further back, the
suspect fuel tank is inspected but looks very
sound, almost new. The exhaust has a couple
of large holes at the tailpipe end, too big for
Gun-gumming so a new one will need ordering. The Rear Axle is oily everywhere but especially about 6ins in from the hubs. Then I
notice a hole each side on the underside of the
casing where oil has been dribbling out. Ozzy
has a problem with rear brake linings oiling
up, presumably because of old felt seals in the
diff. case. It is a job that I am going to do this
winter but I had at one time thought of drilling
a couple of weep holes. It looks like I have
been beaten to it. Or was it standard practice.
Does anyone know?
So that is a start, I have got the engine running
after a fashion and have started a ‘to do’ list.
The first job is to see why that battery went
flat.
To be continued....

Now for the look underneath.
No signs of major oil leaks from the engine
but that isn’t surprising considering its history. There are no external signs of replacement
parts on the steering or brakes but a lot of play
in the steering wheel. Moving back, I see that
the underfloor has been replaced on both sides
but leaving the original tunnel in place. This
has been done without taking the body off the
chassis and resulted in a very untidy underside
for the old lady. I will need to get to work tidying up here at some stage. Also, from inside, the tunnel is rather rusted and porous.
While inside looking in this area I note that
the original pressed-steel seat cross members
have gone, replaced by two carefully cut pieces of half inch ply. That is something that
needs a bit of thought. It doesn’t notice and
obviously works but it is wrong and possibly
20
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What’s On
The start of a new year means a new Events Calendar, which appears at the back of the magazine.
It is still incomplete and we will be adding to it as the year progresses. An up-to-date version is
available on the Club website at www.na7c.co.uk.

Please let the organisers know if you plan to attend
all events are subject to change or cancellation

Extraordinary General Meeting - Tuesday 17 March
An Extraordinary General Meeting will be
held at the Village Inn on Tuesday 17 March,
starting at 8 pm.

The purpose of the meeting is to formally
elect a Secretary and to amend those parts of
the Constitution of the Club now considered
to be unworkable.

Annual Quiz versus Jaguar Drivers Club -Tuesday 31 March
The Jaguar Drivers Club have thrown down
the challenge, having defeated us last year and
the Quiz will be held on Tuesday 31 March,
at the Parson Woodforde, 7.30 for 8pm. As
many teams of four that we care to provide,

for the first part of the quiz, with a final round
between the highest scoring team from each
club going for a final "Head-to-Head buzzer
round". If you are interested in taking part,
please contact Rick Fryer or Jim Blacklock.

FBHVC Drive-It Day - Sunday 26 April
The first road run of the year. Jim Blacklock
is again organising the Drive-It Day and he
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promises us a gentle drive around the Norfolk
countryside. Details available soon.
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What’s On
Wymondham Old Timers Vintage/
Classic Transport Show - Sunday 3
May
This annual event, the first rally for 2009, is
again being held at Pensthorpe Nature Reserve, near Fakenham.
The entry fee is £6 (plus an additional £3 if
you want a plaque) and Dave Rix has entry
forms.

Molentocht - The Dutch Windmill
Run - 28 May - 1 June
The Molentocht weekend arrangements to
date are as follows:
• Thursday 28th May ferry crossing using either
P&O North Sea Ferries Hull-Zeebrugge, or Harwich-Hook of Holland, followed by drive to hotel
in convoy.
• Friday 29th May morning free, afternoon visit to
be arranged. Friday evening dinner at the Lunch
Café in the town hall, the town mayor usually
attends. Buses will transport us to and from the
venue.
• Saturday 30th May visit to Neetlje Jans or Delta
Expo with a guided tour of the site followed by
lunch. After lunch we drive to the town of Westkapelle with time to site see and visit the towns
museum and find out about the allied landings in
October 1944. Saturday evening we will once
again visit the Landlust restaurant at Vlisingen
where as well as an excellent meal live entertainment makes a great night out. Once again transport to and from the event will be provided.
• Sunday 31st May is the Molentocht proper when
300 cars from France Belgium and Holland will
take part in this popular event. The day starts with
a drive to the Zeeland aerodrome where we will
be entertained with vintage flying displays, live
bands and the chance to see cars seldom seen in
Britain. We then drive the well planned route
using the large scale maps and instructions in
English stopping at various places of interest
along the route. Sunday evening the meal will be
served at the Hotel Goes where we will have the
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opportunity to say our farewells to friends both
old and new.
• Monday 1st June we leave the Hotel Goes and
drive to either Hook of Holland or Zeebrugge.

The cost of the weekend has risen considerably mainly due to the change in exchange
rates, and will be £190 per person plus the cost
of the hotel at €99.50 per night, although not
a cheap weekend we do think you will enjoy
this event now in its 21st year.
Contact Dave and Maggie Dickinson, Station
Lane House, Main Street, Darley, Harrogate
HG3 2QF - 01423 780060 or
dickinsond@fsmail.net
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Sales and Wants
For Sale
CAV Dynamo for 1923-26 Austin Seven. Good condition and assumed to be working when put
into store. Sensible offers. John Kirby 01362-692578. Dereham, Norfolk

From Other Clubs
Nothing else from our own members, but here are some advertisements from recent issues of
other clubs’ magazines.
Early Ruby trafficators 90% complete
£45.00; 1 rear window glass for early Ruby,
unmarked £6.50; Pair of newly made painted,
headlamp brackets for 29/30 model that fits
R47 head lamps £20; 1 5/16 crank & rods
and all main bearings & sundries removed
from working engine to fit Phoenix crank £30.
01903 504948 or macbonar@uwclub.net
(West Sussex /Central Surrey)
1929 Chummy for sale with current MOT,
smart reliable car in blue and black with ma-
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roon interior, used only for local outings and
shows for the last ten years - reluctant sale but
owner has run out of space! - Excellent value
at £7,500 - call Rob on 01798-872823 or
email on rob@robaylott.co.uk
1926 Engine (No.17986) and Gearbox. Includes manifolds, dynamo and incomplete
starter, clean condition and engine turns freely. £300 o.v.n.o. Correct bronze carburettor
also available - £50.
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Sales ans Wants
Car Trailer suitable for A7 only. Purpose
built for A7s. Complete with ramps, winch
and Lighting Board. £150.
Phone Brian Wood 01732 503568 Tonbridge Kent. Delivery possible by prior arrangement.

AUSTIN SEVEN
BOOKS
from
MARGARET MOTORS
BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk.
Currently have the following Austin 7 Books in stock:

The Austin Seven Manual
by Doug Woodrow - £43
The Austin Seven Source Book
by Bryan Purves - £30
Men & Motors of the Austin
by B. Sharratt - £25
Austin Seven Handbooks (Reprints)
various years - £5
Austin Seven Parts Books (Reprints)
various years - £5
Plus many other books on old cars
and related subjects.
Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne.

01263 - 577366
36/37 Ruby chassis (straight), no brake cross
shaft but with rear springs. FREE, you collect. Peter Clarke 020 8460 9051 (Beckenham)
A kit of parts suitable for building a LWB
special inc.registration brown book and
DVLA letters and notes £1000.
1935 Nippy offered in exchange/part exchange forany type of LWB tourer. Cash up or
down or sell £6500. Car fitted with Reliant engine. A7 engine parts available if required
Parts suitable for Ulster replica or special.
Job lot £1000. New rad and shell 16 inch.
New Ulster screen and side irons. Fresh sports
front axle and flat spring. Four rebuilt 15 inch
wheels, silver, with usable tyres. No offers unless more!
1930/31 Banjo rear axle (narrow) good condition. £500.
For all the above, contact Dave Tedham
01299 841340. Can collect and deliver
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FBHVC News
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle
Clubs is a grouping of over 450 Clubs and
Museums together with some 1500 Trade and
Individual Supporters. The aim of the Federation is to uphold the freedom to use old vehicles on the roads without any undue
restriction and to support its member organisations in whatever way it can.

The NA7C is a member of FBHVC. They
publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights
legislation and other topics that may affect our
hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted
here. If any member would like to read the
magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or
visit the FBHVC website at:
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/

Castrol Classic Oil with ZDDP Anti-Wear Additive
In response to a question about oils which do not contain zinc dialkyldithiophosphate (ZDDP)
Castrol Technical Centre very kindly submitted the following article. Club editors are very welcome to reproduce it in their own newsletters but to preserve technical accuracy Castrol request
that it should only be reproduced in whole.
Established in 1899, originally as C.C. Wakefield, Castrol launched their first lubricant for
cars in 1906 and have been at the leading edge
of lubrication technology ever since. With the
introduction of low viscosity engine oils and
changes to anti-wear additives in modern oils
in recent years, owners of veteran, vintage and
classics are asking whether modern oils are
suitable for their cars.
Choosing the correct lubricant for your veteran, vintage or classic vehicle is essential to ensure peak running and maximum wear
protection. The technology of older vehicle
engines is very different from today's modern
cars, so to assist owners, Castrol reintroduced
their older brands with their 'Classic Range' in
the early 1990s. These Classic oils are produced to original viscosities and importantly
have retained the necessary levels of additives
including anti-wear additive ZDDP (zinc dialkyldithiophosphate) appropriate for the
technology of the engines they are designed
for and to provide overall protection. The
ZDDP levels are appropriate for engines that
are in use or running-in, including those fitted
with new or reconditioned components,
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where care should always be taken to follow
the manufacturers' recommendations when
breaking in new components such as camshafts.
ZDDP additive provides a high level of antiwear protection, but its phosphorus content is
harmful to catalytic converters and other
emission equipment fitted to many modern
vehicles. It has therefore been reduced in the
latest specification oils, designed for engines
using the latest surface hardening technology
and meeting the latest emission requirements
for modern vehicles. These requirements also
necessitate the use of other new emission
equipment friendly additives not designed for
use in veteran, vintage and classic car engines.
Oil formulations required for today's modern
vehicles are very different from formulations
needed for older vehicles, having thinner viscosity and alternative additive technology as
stated earlier, making them generally unsuitable for use in older engines. This has been
done in conjunction with new vehicle manufacturers who have increased the surface hardening of engine components to receive
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maximum protection from the new additives.
Oils for modern engines comply with the latest API ratings and are designed for modern
engine technology with tight tolerances and
compatibility with catalytic converters. A car
engine of old design has very different characteristics, with cork, graphite or rope seals, low
pressure cog driven oil pumps, wider oil-ways
with greater dependence on 'splash' and 'cling'
lubrication, lower revving with lesser machine tolerances. Such widely different specifications demand totally different lubricants
of thicker viscosity with appropriate additives
specially included for the work they have to
do. Oils even of the same viscosity, supplied
by different oil companies can have radically
different formulations and thus have significantly different performance characteristics.
Oil classifications are designated 'S' (for spark
ignition petrol engines) and 'C' (for compression ignition diesel engines). Oil classifications for older petrol vehicles range from SA
for vehicles from the turn of the last century to
SH, to the late 1980s and early '90s.
• Inadequate anti-wear additive (ZDDP)
and the oil film between moving parts
breaks down prematurely, resulting in
metal to metal contact and damage to
reground or new engine components particularly on run-in.
• Inadequate detergent will result in gum
and lacquer clinging to the hotter engine
components.
• Too much detergent can cause a build-up
of metallic ash in the combustion chambers of older engines. In older engines with
traditionally high oil consumption, this
will cause detonation and pinking. In older
engines where the carbon has built up over
a number of years the detergents can also
have a scouring effect causing the carbon
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to flake off, blocking up oil galleries and
spray jets. High levels of detergent will
'wash' traces of carbon from seals and gaskets, revealing oil leaks.
• Inadequate anti-oxidant and the oil will
permanently thicken during high temperature motoring, with large amounts of gum
and varnish clogging filters and piston
rings.
• Inadequate corrosion inhibitors and
engine internals become pitted with corrosion and rust from acids and water formed
during combustion.
• Inadequate dispersing results in soot,
wear metals and the by-products of combustion settling out in the sump to form a
thick sludge that will block filters and oil
ways.
• Inadequate pour point depressant and the
oil ceases to flow at low temperatures, with
excessive strain on the oil pump or in certain cases, oil starvation on start-up causing complete failure of the lubrication
system.
For older vehicles; veteran, vintage and classic, use an oil of the correct viscosity as recommended by the vehicle manufacturer and
shown in your vehicle's handbook. Where
your vehicle requires a specific viscosity such
as 30, 40, 50 and 20w-50, avoid using inappropriate low viscosity engine lubricants designed for modern vehicles such as 0w, 5w,
10w, 15w.
Castrol's vehicle lubrication records date back
beyond the turn of the last century, detailing
lubricant specifications for engine oils, gear
oils and greases right through to today's classics, so to find out which Castrol grade is right
for a vehicle, owners can simply refer to their
vehicle handbook and select that grade from
Norfolk NA7ter
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Castrol's Classic range. Castrol's Classic engine oils XL30, XXL40, GP50 and XL20w50 are formulated to the original viscosities
and contain the necessary levels of ZDDP
anti-wear additive to provide appropriate protection for veteran, vintage and classic en-

gines. The range is available throughout the
UK via leading car specialists. For further information either telephone the Castrol Classic
helpdesk on 01954 231668 or visit www.castrol.com/uk/classics

Fuel - The Effect on Specific Gravity of Blending Ethanol into Petrol
Matthew Vincent
Petrol metering systems in general are affected by the specific gravity of the fuel, and we
have been asked this question in connection
with autovacs. Devices which employ a float
as part of the mechanism to control either the
pumping or metering of fuel are likely to be
affected by changes in its specific gravity, or
density.
Ethanol added to petrol is usually about 96%
pure ethanol and 4% water. The density of
pure ethanol is 0.789kg/litre. Allowing for the
presence of 4% water (SG 1.0; density 1kg/litre) will increase the density of the fuel ethanol to 0.797kg/litre.
Petrol in the UK is sold under the BS EN 228
specification which permits the density of the
fuel to lie anywhere between 0.720 and
0.775kg/litre. This flexibility is necessary because petrol is not a single substance but is
made up of many different hydrocarbons, depending on crude oil source and the configuration of the refinery producing the fuel.
Density may also alter during the year as a result of blending changes needed to produce
fuels of different volatility for winter and
summer for example. There is thus a considerable range of fuel density, but in practice most
petrol will have a density lying in the range
0.735 to 0.76kg/litre. For the purposes of this
simple analysis, a value of 0.745kg/litre will
be assumed.
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Adding 5% of ethanol by volume (5.35% by
mass) to petrol will raise the density of the
blend by a small amount, i.e. about 0.4% from
0.745kg/litre to 0.748kg/litre. This change is
clearly well within the normal range of variation in density which is permitted by the EN
228 specification, and in truth is unlikely to
make any significant difference to the operation of fuel metering or pumping systems.
Where more ethanol is added to the blend, for
example 10% or 20%, changes in the density
of the fuel will be more noticeable, increasing
linearly in proportion to the added ethanol, although such changes are still relatively small.
However, at these higher blends, other aspects, for example fuel volatility, or effects on
the materials of construction of the fuel system, are likely to have a more noticeable effect on operation than fuel density changes.

Conclusion
Addition of small amounts of ethanol to petrol
will make a small but measurable difference
to the density of the fuel. However, the difference in density corresponding to the addition
of 5% ethanol by volume into petrol, estimated at about 0.4%, is considered to be too small
to make any significant or noticeable difference in vehicle operation. Permitted variations in density in petrol derived from crude
oil are significantly greater than changes
caused by addition of ethanol to petrol.
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Drive It Day
Remember - next year's Drive It Day will be
on Sunday, 26 April. The aim is simply to be
seen so that the public is reminded that historic vehicles exist and that there are lots of people preserving them for posterity. So people
don't need to do anything special if they don't
want to - all they need do is just use an old vehicle instead of a modern one for whatever it
is they do that day.

DID not only intends to show how big and
varied the historic vehicle movement is, it also
aims to show how infrequently they are actually used. The number of old vehicles on the
road on that one day in the year will highlight
just how rare it is to see them the rest of the
time and thus demonstrate that historic vehicles make up only a tiny fraction of normal
traffic.

Incentives to Scrap Old Cars
At the end of 2008 the motoring and national
press were full of stories about the scrapping
of older vehicles. FBHVC is strongly committed to preserving the right to continue to use
our classic vehicles on the road as freely as
modern vehicles may be. We deliberately do
not get involved with any matters concerning
more recent vehicles, because this would tend
to dilute our efforts and our influence. We are
able to negotiate concessions from various requirements, particularly nowadays environmental requirements, on the basis that there
are limited numbers of classic vehicles, and
they cover only a low mileage. Similarly, the
international body FIVA have been told by
the EU that at the present level of historic vehicle numbers they are prepared to continue to
grant concessions, but would be concerned if
the numbers rose as a proportion. Partly for
that reason, FIVA have raised the age in their
definition of historic vehicle to 30 years. A
corollary to there being limited numbers of
historic vehicles is that the vast majority of
mass market cars are scrapped, perhaps to be
re-cycled, when their economic life as everyday vehicles is ended, with only a limited
number being kept by enthusiasts to become
classic cars, preserved examples of our motoring heritage. Specialist cars, produced in
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small number, are always much more likely to
survive.
A House of Commons select committee, the
Environmental Audit Committee, in its report
on VED as an environmental tax, has proposed a cash incentive for scrapping old cars
on environmental grounds. This has been supported in a paper prepared for the RAC Foundation suggesting an incentive to scrap cars
that are 17/18 years old, the last tranche not
fitted with catalytic converters. Effectively
this is intended to speed up slightly what is anyway the normal cycle of use and disposal.
FBHVC does not object to this in principle,
but would be very concerned to examine the
precise details of the proposal if it should be
adopted by the government. We do wish to
see a reasonable number of cars surviving to
become the classics of the future, and we
would be strongly opposed to any element of
compulsion, if that were to be suggested. We
should also of course object to any more widespread incentive that would apply to vehicles
approaching 25 years old or older, and perhaps encourage the scrapping of what would
be potential restoration projects or source of
spares.
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Key
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event
Bold type = NA7C Supported Event
Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C
Grey shaded – a new or amended event
Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event

Feb

Date
17 Tues

Mar

17

Tues

29

Sun

31

Tues

5

Sun

21

Tues

Event
NA7C Meeting – Guest
Speaker
Coachtrimmer Nick
Fulcher
NA7C Extraordinary
General Meeting
Daffodil Craft &
Country Fayre,
Quiz versus Jaguar
Drivers Club
London to Brighton
Celebration Run
NA7C Meeting
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Sun

FBHVC Drive-It Day

Sun

Wymondham Old
Timers Vintage/Classic
Transport Show
Wings & Wheels
Skeyton Goat
Norfolk Rally

Apr

May 3

Jun

10
10
16
17
16
17
19

Sun
Sun
Sat
Sun
Sat
Sun
Tues

23
24
25
28
to
1
31

Sat
Sun
Mon

Sun

PWA7C Autokarna

2

Tues

ANCC Cars in the Park

7

Sun

14
14

Sun
Sun

Euston Park Rural
Pastimes
Road Run
Mid-Norfolk Railway 50s & 60s

Mid-Norfolk Railway ?
NA7C Meeting
Strumpshaw Steam
Rally

Venue
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm

Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
Langley School,
Nr Loddon
Parson Woodforde
7.30pm
Epsom Racecourse
to Brighton
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
NA7C Road Run
Pensthorpe Nature
Reserve,
Fakenham
Henham
Skeyton
North Walsham
Rugby Club
Dereham Station
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
Strumpshaw

Molentocht – The Dutch Netherlands
Windmill Run
Woolaton Park,
Nottingham
Weston Park –
6.30pm
Euston Park, Nr
Thetford
Dereham Station

Contact

Dave Rix 01508 493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com
Rick Fryer 01362-696114
rf.na7c@tiscali.co.uk
Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com

Jim Blacklock 01493-750805
jb.na7c@tesco.net
Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com
Diana Jackson 01986-875107
01603 784753
01362 687377
01362 690633

Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com
Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com

Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com
Dick Applin
01362-613352

Date
14 Sun

Event
Easton Farm Park
Easton Festival Event

16

Tues

27
28
3

Sat
Sun
Fri

NA7C Meeting –Rides
Night
National Austin 7 Rally

5

Sun

18
19
19

Sat
Sun
Sun

21

Tues

Steam, Transport &
Craft Exhibition
NA7C Meeting

26

Sun

Worstead Festival

Aug 16

Sun

East Anglian Austin
Seven Trophy Event
NA7C Meeting

Jun

Jul

ANCC Barbeque
Vintage Transport
Festival
Holkham Country Fair

18

Tues

19

Wed

24
31

Mon
Mon

5

Sat

6

Sun

15

Tues

19
20
20

Sat
Sun
Sun

20

Tues

NA7C Meeting

Nov 17

Tues

NA7C Meeting

Dec

Tues

NA7C December
Dinner

Sep

Oct

8

Midland A7C
Longbridge Event
Aylsham Show
Village at War

Old Buckenham
Country Fair
NA7C Annual Rally at
Norfolk Gala Day
NA7C Meeting
1940s Weekend
Marshall’s Centenary
(Cambridge A7 Club)

Venue
Easton Farm Park,
Nr Wickham
Market, Suffolk
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
Beaulieu,
Hampshire
Felthorpe Airfield
– 6pm
North Norfolk
Railway
Holkham Hall
Potter Heigham
Village Hall
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
Worstead
Rougham Airfield,
Bury St Edmunds
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
Longbridge,
Birmingham
Aylsham, Norfolk
Gressenhall Farm
& Workhouse,
Dereham
Old Buckenham,
Norfolk
Royal Norfolk
Showground
Village Inn, Little
Melton - 7.30pm
North Norfolk
Railway
Marshall’s
Airfield,
Cambridge
Village Inn, Little
Melton -7.30pm
Village Inn, Little
Melton -7.30pm
Village Inn, Little
Melton -7.30pm

Contact
Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com

750MC

01263-820800
01953-605311
John Holland 01692-671987

Nick Walmsley 01603 782758)
nw.na7c@btinternet.com
Dave Rix 01508-493419
rixna7c@waitrose.com

T.B.A
Alison Tebbit 01362-869259
Alison.tebbit@norfolk.gov.uk

01263-820800
Jim Blacklock 01493-750805
jb.na7c@tesco.net

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change
Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information

